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vmware workstation pro offers an easy-to-use and complete infrastructure to create and run virtual
desktops, server, and tablets. it is a full-featured virtualization management platform. virtual

machines can be easily imported and exported to esx or vsphere. vmware workstation pro provides
a native virtual machine monitoring and management module. the vsphere management assistant
by vmware provides you with a virtual desktop or server management solution that is easy to use

and is absolutely free. you can manage a local virtual machine in a few simple steps: manage virtual
machine settings and create or modify virtual machines; create and run virtual machine templates;

or configure and manage a virtual machine from the vsphere client. vmware workstation pro
includes the vsphere management assistant. vmware workstation pro is a complete virtualization
management solution for vmware workstation, which offers a full feature set for virtual machine

management and monitoring. it offers a native virtual machine management module that is
available and can be used with workstation from any platform. vmware workstation pro is designed
to provide a virtual environment for code development, system troubleshooting, desktop, and web

design, among others. vmware workstation provides a powerful, efficient way to run virtual
machines. it allows you to run multiple operating systems at the same time on the same windows or

linux pc. vmware workstation is the perfect solution for all your development, test and training
needs. vmware workstation is a full featured virtualization management platform that provides the

best tools for virtual machine management and monitoring. vmware workstation pro provides a
native virtual machine management module and a vsphere management module.
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